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STEVEN WARWICK
SCHOOL’S OUT FOREVER: ON AGNES SCHERER’S OPERETTA “THE TEACHER”

Figure 1: Agnes Scherer, “The Teacher,” 2020, performance

“Your weaknesses have always been strengths in reality, and you have been chosen for a prize from
the very beginning. If you took the last sentence as a promise, you have misunderstood it!”

So yells “the Teacher” at/to a baffled audience. In just under fifteen minutes we have witnessed
twelve paintings, a performance, some puppetry, death, mantras, a sonic assault, and screamed-out
aphorisms, which all congeal together as one Stück whose pointed critiques at modes of pedagogical
learning are more reminiscent of Aby Warburg’s systems of knowledge than a mere Wagnerian
Gesamtkunstwerk.

I first saw Agnes Scherer’s self-styled “didactic operetta” The Teacher in 2019 at the Berlin project
space Kinderhook & Caracas, temporarily housed in the studio of artist Sol Calero. I remember feeling
a rush of excitement watching the piece, completely unprepared for what I was about to see, and
also struggling to understand quite what was going on. A man (Soya Arakawa) in the role of “the
Student” takes to the stage and sits, gaffer-taping up his feet while a huge puppet (“the Teacher”) is
wheeled out along a rail onto center stage. The Student drops backwards, controlling the puppet
with his feet while frantically scrambling on the floor like an overturned beetle desperately trying to
flip back onto its legs.

In a twist of serendipity, The Teacher was restaged at the Cabaret Voltaire in Zurich on the same
night my train arrived in the city. It made sense for a venue famous for being the birthplace of Dada a
hundred years previously to welcome this absurdist piece of theatre. Coincidentally, I happened to
be wearing a bowler hat and suit, and I was treated to free drinks for doing so. Lovely.

It raises a question, though: Is this theatre? A performance? Or a very innovative way to exhibit a set
of paintings? The manic and raw energy of the Berlin iteration was likely down to it being the first
time The Teacher had been performed; it made sense that the piece seemed chaotic because it was
chaotic. However, I mean this in a positive sense. Having seen so many modes of art production
framed in tried-and-tested ways (ditto, too, the content of a lot of art-making, drawing on the usual,
safe lineages of macho male painters in oedipal hierarchies, from Meister to Schüler, resulting in
zombified predictable market art), the impact of the piece was helped by the fact that one truly had
no idea what was going on, and couldn’t make sense of it, even for some time after leaving the
space. It felt… dare I say it… fresh.

Aphorisms were yelled and barked out by an authoritarian figure/manic street preacher (performed
by Claudia Barth) desperate to proselytize to the public. The textual collage reminded me of the
(admittedly much longer) surreal satirical opera The Last Days of Mankind (1919) by Karl Kraus,
which fused actual documentary or quotidian wartime headlines and sounds with constructed
dialogue. In The Teacher, it turns out that the “lyrics” or fragmentary sentences also happen to be
the titles of the figurative paintings. These paintings serve as a backdrop to the stage and are ripped
down roughly every minute by some invisible stagehands from behind the curtain, giving the affair a
slightly daft but endearing “Wizard of Oz” quality.

Agnes Scherer, “The Teacher,” 2020, performance
Agnes Scherer, “The Teacher,” 2020, performance

The Zurich iteration is relatively (with a focus on “relatively”) calm by comparison. Upon reflection,
this version seems to be more in control: the actors, having performed the work previously, here
execute each action more effectively. Going downstairs into the basement cabaret, one is knowingly
socially distanced and masked up, yet for a brief moment it is possible to temporarily forget all the
chaos outside and revel in the scripted cacophony that is unleashed.

Upon further reflection, on- and offstage both feel unreal, and it speaks volumes that one prefers to
wallow in the hysteric disorder and dissonance of this delegated stage (whose percussive gongs and
cymbals by musician Tobias Textor evoke early Einstürzende Neubauten) before going back outside
to look at a similarly screaming news feed of barking polarized voices fighting over ever-decreasing
breadcrumbs.

The collapsing new paintings are pulled down in rapid succession as a dramatic backdrop for the
tension between who is precisely in which role of Meister/Master and Schüler/Student (Slave?).
Apropos Hegel’s “Lordship & Bondage,” the Lord (Teacher) at first appears to be in control until one
realizes the Bondsman (Student) is the one pulling the strings. Namely, the Master’s existence is
predicated on the role of the Student, who is paradoxically in control and is commanding the
authority, even while scurrying around on the floor.

The Teacher draws to a conclusion via an equally absurd “reveal” (am I watching a drag show?) of a
large box, tilted on its side, which is brought out from underneath the Greek chorus of Barth and
Textor. The Student, having gone from a frantic state of yelling to serene stillness, has the box placed
on top of him, presumably having relations so reified he turns to stone. In one final twist, Arakawa
crawls out the side of the sarcophagus, staring in silent contemplation at the dead stone figure of
himself as a vanitas. One wonders, is this liberation? Or a spectral afterlife of an out-of-body
experience?

The silent tension is uncomfortable and brings the viewer back to contemplate their own memento
mori (especially in current existential moments!). Meanwhile, Scherer watches from the wings,
dressed all in black, looking like a 19th-century Gothic figure staring back at her Frankensteinian
creation. Mary Shelley wrote her modern Prometheus fable in 1815 by Lake Geneva during “the year
without summer” in response to a challenge by her fellow writers to come up with the scariest story
imaginable. While The Teacher was written in 2019, it is tempting to attach meaning or relevance to
the current moment of illness, uncertainty, and an uncanny lingering of evil in the air. Needless to
say, The Teacher’s dare to re-shake rotten structures is a welcome invitation.
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exhibitionin The Hague is a FEATURES
ghost stage
for what
should
have been a collaborative live
performance in which pearl divers repeatedly follow a triton Christ with 'ﬁshy'
motives deep into the sea. Drawing on a past project–The Teacher (2019)– the
exhibition explores the notion of discipleship that is seen in the former as a belief
forged on an intellectual level and is here presented as a spiritual journey. Forced by
circumstances that need not be named, Scherer derived The Salty Testament - Part I:
Melancholy of the Apostles to explore the prolonged state of latency in which both she
and the characters of the story she aims to tell ﬁnd themselves.
—Lena van Tijen
Can you tell me a bit about your background?
—Agnes Scherer
'I didn't go to art school right after high school. First I went to study art history,
cultural anthropology, and classical archeology. While I was ﬁnishing these ﬁrst
studies, I started attending Kunstakademie Düsseldorf. At the time there was no
bachelor master system and today still, you study with just one professor.'
—Lena van Tijen
Who did you study with?
—Agnes Scherer
'I ended up studying with Peter Doig in a total painter's class with just a few
exceptions. I wasn't really painting; I was mostly drawing.'
—Lena van Tijen
When I look at your installations here, I see that you didn't abandon painting entirely.
—Agnes Scherer
'I have been painting again and doing it more seriously than when I was a
student. But I think I'm more excited about an expanded concept of painting, the
way all these diﬀerent painted objects come together. This notion of painting is
more interesting to me than the idea of one singular object being identical to the
painting. It becomes a commodity right away.'

06.11.2020 | FEATURE — Lena van Tijen

In 1646 the New Testament becomes an underwater operetta. Artist Agnes
Scherer elaborates: ‘the religious realm that Christ has to oﬀer is literally a
submerged state. That's why I thought his followers had to be a group of divers
who follow him so far that it gets dangerous.'
On the window ledge of 1646, I sit with Agnes Scherer. The blinds are slightly drawn
and to our right the installation Final scene of the Salty Testament (Gethsemane) looms
in the half-light. Scherer has been making operettas since her ﬁrst such endeavor
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EN/NL 'It's part of what I draw
artwork with the attitude of a theorist. The perspective of a historian is always
at play in some form,but at the same time I never go as far as to actually
approach my work in a theoretical mode.'

—Lena van Tijen
Your work is often described as baroque, grotesque, comical, even satirical at times.
This makes it reminiscent of the classical operetta and theatre. Are these kinds of
performing arts something that inspires you?
—Agnes Scherer
'I'm generally very interested in all forms of object theatre as a way to lend
artifacts agency. I think people quickly jump to associating my work with the
baroque because they feel that it's not really in line with modern art
performance, which is very much about the body. In a way what I do is closer to
the spectacle.'
—Lena van Tijen
What do you mean by the spectacle?
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—Agnes Scherer
'There is this Good Friday procession in my hometown where people carry
around large wooden ﬁgures. This is something I saw at anearly age and I saw it
every year. I come from a rural area and that's probably one of my ﬁrst
encounters with theatre. But that's something autobiographical and personal,
now I choose my references more consciously. When I studied art history, I
learned more about such traditional practices, and becoming an artist in the
present I saw some potential in these formats that I had use for. I want to ﬁnd
ways to really draw people into an experience or, at least for a moment, create
circumstances that allow for a diﬀerent intensity of experiencing art.'

'I want to ﬁnd ways to really draw people into an
experience or, at least for a moment, create
circumstances that allow for a diﬀerent intensity of
experiencing art'

—Lena van Tijen
Did your theoretical background inﬂuence your artistic practice as well?
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—Agnes Scherer
'A certain impulse to tell stories has probably always been there,but in more
strategic terms it is a way for me to incorporate all the objects into a larger
picture that you can only really experience when you're actually near it. It still
matters to me whether people actually go and see an artwork in the space in
which it is presented. For me, it is a way to make it harder for people to capture
and commodify my work inone single photograph.'
—Lena van Tijen
In your work, you often connect a historical or mythical event to contemporary
issues. How do these connections between past stories and the present
circumstances come about?
—Agnes Scherer
'It's an old method to use historical reference, parabolas, or past events to point
out something about the present. I work with these anachronisms in a targeted
way to indirectly make aspects of the present more apparent.'
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—Lena van Tijen
Do you think this makes your work didactic?
—Agnes Scherer
'Maybe there is a bit of didactic ambition but more when it comes to the
performances. I'm interested in a repetitive form of didactic narration that you
know from, for instance, old children's books or liturgical drama. For instance, in
the performance of The Salty Testament, the divers follow Christ into the water
several times, deeper every time. There is something didactic in this repetition.
In a way, I'm playing with the didactic form but I'm not really trying to be
didactic.'

In the performance of The Salty Testament, the divers
follow Christ into the water several times, deeper
every time. There is something didactic in this
repetition
—Lena van Tijen
Can you tell me more about The Salty Testament, how it was originally intended, and
how its execution changed in the end?

—Lena van Tijen
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—Agnes Scherer
REVIEWS OPINION
MOREhere for a two-month
to do a performance
and came
EN/NL 'I was invited by 1646 FEATURES
residency in February. Everything was to be built and rehearsed here. I was
relatively far into that process when the pandemic broke out. There were a
number of weeks when my collaborators and I were still working onThe Salty
Testament but knew that the game was lost. Everyone was sort of in two parallel
universes; they were committed but at the same time their conﬁdence in the
future was fading. In mid-March I returned to Berlin, there was a while when we
kept wondering if we could and should plan to stage this and, in the end, we
decided against it. We thought: before we plan the performance, have to call it
oﬀ, and have nothing, let's just release this project in stages. That's why I call
this exhibition Melancholy of the Apostles. After Christ ascends into heaven the
apostles are in a complicated state where they are looking back on his activities
on earth but at the same time, they are awaiting his return. I found this an
interesting parallel because I feel like I'm remembering The Salty Testament in
terms of something that happened in the past but at the same time the real
thing is still something that needs to happen in the future.'
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—Lena van Tijen
Why did you restage the New Testament in a symbolic underwater setting?
—Agnes Scherer
'It's based on a misconception of mine. I was in the ceramics section of the
Victoria and Albert Museum six years ago. Just in the corner of my eye, I saw a
baroque dish that was supported by a ﬁgure that had long hair and a beard, a
typical Christ face, and I thought there's Christ holding a dish; weird. At second
glance I saw the ﬁgure had a ﬁshtail and was actually a triton of sorts. What I
found most interesting about the idea of the New Testament as an underwater
story is that the religious realm that Christ has to oﬀer is literally a submerged
state. That's why I thought his followers had to be a group of divers who follow
him so far that it gets dangerous.'
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Sélection galerie : Agnes Scherer à la galerie Sans Titre (2016)
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L’artiste allemande conçoit des installations et des opérettes satiriques. Elle est aussi l’autrice
de peintures en grisaille sur des scènes de la vie actuelle.
Par Philippe Dagen • Publié le 02 octobre 2020 à 17h21
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Scherer gets up and walks me through her dormant narrative, explaining what it
could have been: a true spectacle in ﬁve acts. In its current stillness, the
exhibitionstands as the Wicker Man waiting for the torch of live performance to light
it up. As we again reachthe front room of 1646 and settle before Final scene of the
Salty Testament (Gethsemane) I wonder if this ﬁrewood even needs to spark. As with
the other present installation (Healing of the Fish) the dome of sheer blue fabric seems
fully ablaze.Inside the imagined ﬂames, suspense is building. Minh Duc Pham (who
plays the role of Christ of the Ocean) seems to appear on the cardboard hillock. For a
brief moment,the dolls behind the sheet turn into Ella Hebendanz, Paul DD Smith, and
Pamela Varela (who play the divers). From the back-room music composed and
performed by Ornella Balhi and Tobias Textor can be heard coming out of the only
moving component of the exhibition: the video Healing of a Madwomen
(cinematography by Kurt Heuvens) in which the artist herself receives an exorcism.
Although Scherer decided to step into the limelight by featuring in this video, she
emphasizes that she sees herself as the director of this project. If it weren’t for her
collaborators neither the live-performance nor its haunted shell would have existed.
Be that as it may, the later seems no less spellbinding than its yet to be realized
counterpart. As long as it is not clear if The Salty Testament has happened or will
happen Melancholy of the Apostles is a state of limbo that is best experienced
ﬁrsthand.

Une des œuvres de l’exposition d’Agnes Scherer, « Cœurs simples ». AURÉLIEN
MOLE/GALERIE SANS TITRE (2016)

Due to the current lockdown the exhibition had to close
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« Cœurs simples », d’Agnes Scherer, galerie Sans Titre (2016), 33, rue du Faubourg-Saint-Martin,
Paris 10e. Jusqu’au 10 octobre, du mercredi au samedi de 12 heures à 19 heures.
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IN REAL LIFE THERE IS NO REWARD
Review of "Cœurs Simples", a solo show by Agnes Scherer
Time—and the meaning of time passing—is not something natural, but an object of
design. With the invention of the clock and the observance of clock time, disciplines of
work and labour time became phenomena that helped to shape capitalist logic. In most
cases, the clock belongs to someone other than yourself; as the writer and theorist
McKenzie Wark states: “the whole time, time itself, has become a commodified
experience.” (1)
In Agnes Scherer’s solo show Cœurs Simples at the nomadic gallery Sans titre (2016),
we are presented with an object of time labour in the form of a servant's bell board. In
the 19th century, servants did not have proper time off as their bedrooms were exposed
to the bell board; hence, they were forced to be constantly available. In Scherer’s
installation, two young women are lying in bed with their computers and iPhones while
https://www.lemonde.fr/culture/article/2020/10/02/selection-galerie-agnes-scherer-a-la-galerie-sans-titre-2016_6054560_3246.html
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notes read short correspondences between the artist and different people from the art
world with a recognizable tone of underlying anxiety. Exemplified in one note reads
the all too common “did you get my email”, followed by a triple question mark.
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the more commercial part of the artist’s practice with paintings as the dominating
medium. However, this part of the exhibition expands on the aforementioned
relationship through a Marxist lens. In Marx’s theory of exploitation, it is held that
workers in capitalist society are exploited insofar as they are forced to sell their labor
power for less than the full value of the commodities they produce. On the wall, we see
a plate depicting the artist crafting a sculpture of a baby in her studio. Below the plate
and next to the gallery desk, we find the product of her labour: an installation of the
real baby. The two pieces seem to reflect on the imbalance between labour time and
final commodity value—and we already know who the surplus value will benefit.

For its beneficiaries, capitalism promises the best of times: freedom and prosperity for
all. If you work, you will be rewarded. If you sacrifice your time, you will be rewarded.
Capitalism convinces you that you have access to more, while making sure you have
less.
You may read the show as an enclosed reflection of the artist’s experience in the
capitalist net that is the art world, where young artists have become modern servants—
both in and outside of the unavoidable hierarchical relation between artist and gallery.
However, in my opinion, it points to a more general pattern within the cultural industry
that demonstrates a new take on Marx’s critique; one that is happening specifically in
the exploitation of cultural workers—artists and freelancers alike.

Agnes Scherer, Coeurs Simples, 2020 (detail), Image by Aurélien Mole, Courtesy of the artist and Sans titre (2016)

With everyday messages coming out of the bells, the artist intertwines two distinct time
periods, alluding to the fact that they may not be too far from one another after all. In
blending modern day digital devices with the historical bell board, it appears that the
work of the artist and the cultural worker take on a similar form to that of the 19th
century servant: constant availability.
While the bell board is installed in the back room of the gallery, it is at the same time
connected to the desk in the front room of the gallery. In pointing to the invisible
hierarchy inherent in the relationship between the artist and the gallery, Scherer
performs a sort of meta reflection of her own position as an artist—and more so: as an
artist represented by the gallery. While the backroom is staging a behind the scene
artsoftheworkingclass.org/text/in-real-life-there-is-no-reward
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The acceptance or embrace of this pattern feeds a structural acceptance of the
devaluation of one’s work and work time. While one is reassured that the investment of
time to achieve some level of influence will always be more valuable than not writing
that text or taking that non-paid internship. The question that appears is then whether
this concept of “cultivated naivety” should be understood as a new form of
(self-)exploitation? Exploitation is a dynamic concept. It links antagonism and
resistance: those who exploit workers are also dependent on workers to realize surplus
value, which gives workers power and an inherent capacity to resist.
While the resistance in this matter ought to materialize on a sociopolitical and
structural level, time has taught us that the fixed idea of capitalism only comes to an
end when it is negated by the force of an agency coming from below. The aspiration for
me in joining the so-called “cultivated naivety” and my choice to write about this topic
is, however, due to the same belief that the force of resistance must come from below.
Sadly though, the circle then stays complete. And in Cœurs Simples, Agnes Scherer is
making us reflect upon this paradox to perfection.
Agnes Scherer, Coeurs Simples, 2020, Image by Aurélien Mole, Courtesy of the artist and Sans titre (2016)

Coeurs Simples ran from September 5 until October 10.

Increasingly, cultural workers view their work, which motivated them to become
freelancers and artists in the first place, as a luxury to indulge in when time (and
money) permit; experiences that trouble the concept of relative autonomy. (2) On the
screen of one of the computers in the bed, one of the women has typed in the question
“Is this the year I’m going to make it?”, which illustrates how time has become a
commodified experience in the exploitation patterns within the cultural industry.
Traditionally Marx’s definition of exploitation is given in terms of the theory of surplus
value, which in turn is taken to depend on the labour theory of value: the theory that the
value of any commodity is proportional to the amount of labour embodied in it.
However, in most cases, cultural workers are understood to be unique kinds of workers
and cultural work radically differs from other kinds of work, removed from traditional
labour-capital antagonisms.

Image: Agnes Scherer, Coeurs Simples, 2020 (detail)
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(1) Wark, McKenzie. “The Vectorialist Class”. e-flux, 2015.

Comments

(2) Cohen, Nicole S. “Cultural work as a Site of Struggle: Freelancers and Exploitation”. York University:
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For the artist or the cultural worker, the surplus value is not so much created on the
basis of selling labour power to survive, but more so on labour time in exchange for
influence. Time equals influence, and influence enhances the hope for success. And as
author of the accompanying exhibition text, Oliver Marchart, writes, “cultivated
artsoftheworkingclass.org/text/in-real-life-there-is-no-reward
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(3) Marchart, Oliver. “Cœurs Simples”. Sans titre (2016): Paris, 2020.
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Agnes Scherer at Haverkampf Galerie - Artforum International

In this exhibition, constructed walls obscure paintings of dandy-like figures, viewable only
through pinholes puncturing the paper walls. Peering through one, you see All Nighter,
2019, though it eventually becomes apparent that the image of a figure at work on a laptop

Agnes Scherer at Haverkampf Galerie - Artforum International

flanked by purple theater stage curtains is in fact a mirrored reflection of a painting placed
directly behind the wall in front of you. The staged obscuring recalls Merlin Carpenter’s
paywalled “Heroes” exhibition (one had to pay an Eintritt of five-thousand euros) at
MD72 in 2011, or Marcel Duchamp’s tableau Étant donnés. Here, Scherer’s constructed
rooms impose on the space’s Naumanesque walkways, formulating a labyrinth through the
gallery that eventually leads to the rear office space, where two mannequins depicting the
gallerist and artist stand convened in a meeting. Like Madame Tussaud’s waxwork figures,
Scherer’s work plays with how the public imaginary is enacted through representation in
the media landscape, recalling Walter Lippmann’s quip that stereotypes are a way for us to
quiet the dissonance between “the world outside and the pictures inside our heads.”

— Steven Warwick

All rights reserved. artforum.com is a registered trademark of Artforum International Magazine, New York, NY.

View of “Orlando Tussaud,” 2019–20.

BERLIN

Agnes Scherer
HAVERKAMPF GALERIE
Mommsenstraße 67
October 22, 2019–January 5, 2020
In her solo exhibition “Orlando Tussaud,” Agnes Scherer references the playful shift of
historical personae that occurs both in a Virginia Woolf novel and the museum franchise
specializing in wax copies of celebrity figures. From the so-called didactic operetta
performance work The Teacher, 2019, in which paintings served as the backdrop for a
hysterical puppet show, to the sculptural series of guillotined French Revolution–era
monarchs exhibited earlier this year at Horse and Pony, Scherer’s work has a conspicuous
theatricality running throughout.
https://www.artforum.com/picks/agnes-scherer-81652

https://www.artforum.com/picks/agnes-scherer-81652
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Gewinner des sechsten Berlin Art Prize stehen fest

Im Berliner Projektraum Flutgraben wurde am Wochenende der
unabhängige Berlin Art Prize an Agnes Scherer, Esteban Rivera Ariza
und Ada Van Hoorebeke vergeben. Lobend erwähnt wurde Wieland
Schönfelder
Im Berliner Projektraum Flutgraben wurde am Wochenende der unabhängige Berlin
Art Prize vergeben. Drei Kunstschaffende wurden mit einem Preisgeld, einer
Residency in Neapel und einer vom französischen Künstler Saâdane Afif gestalteten
Trophäe ausgezeichnet. Ausgewählt wurden die Gewinner des der Berlin Art Prize
von den Künstlerinnen Julieta Aranda, Käthe Kruse und Henrike Naumann, der
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Kritikerin Laurie Rojas und dem Kunstwerke-Kurator Kurator Krist Gruijthuijsen.

Nur für kurze Zeit

a IMKUmIap_o

Zuvor hatte die Jury die Nominierten in einem anonymisierten Auswahlverfahren
bestimmt. Der Preis versteht sich als Auszeichnung jenseits der Ökonomie der
Kunstwelt und ist unabhängig von Bildungsweg und Werdegang offen für alle in
Berlin ansässigen Bewerber.
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20/11/2020
Gewinner des sechsten Berlin Art Prize stehen fest
Agnes Scherers Installation "The Very Hungry" überzeugte die Jury als rational und

Auszeichnung
Gewinner des sechsten Berlin Art Prize stehen fest

LIVE ABSTIMMUNG
1.530
doch transformativ und provozierte
Aussagen
wieMAL
"inABGESTIMMT
der Künstlerin brennt ein
Feuer." Ihre szenische Inszenierung im Kunstraum Horse & Pony beschäftigt sich
mit
kolonialem
mit der historischenBrauchen
Figur MarieDenkmäler
Antoinette und
dem
Mythos um ihre Person und
Hintergrund
eine
Revision?
ihren Tod.

Esteban Rivera Ariza untersucht in vier Videoarbeiten behutsam und liebevoll den
Umgang seiner Protagonisten mit dem Tod. Eines davon entstand in
Zusammenarbeit mit dem Sohn des Künstlers, gezeigt wird es in einem Kindersarg,
der rot pulsierendes Licht verströmt. Beeindruckt zeigte sich die Jury sowohl von
Arizas Liebe zum Detail als auch von der Menschlichkeit seiner Praxis.
Handarbeit und Transzendenz
Die detailreiche Installation "Goods & Services" der dritten Gewinnerin Ada Van
Hoorebeke beschäftigt sich mit der weiblich geprägten Praxis der
Nein, ein Rollenkorsetts und
Ja, problematische
Textilverarbeitung zwischen
Handarbeit und Massenproduktion,
Denkmäler sollten

Denkmalsturz kann

Emanzipation. Jederverschwinden
flüchtig aussehende Pinselstrich
und jeder
Geschichte
nichtscheinbar beiläufig
umschreiben
drapierte Stoff ist Teil einer punktgenau präzisen Setzung,
welche die Jury sofort

Foto: Anastasia Muna, Courtesy Berlin Art Prize

Agnes Scherers "The Very Hungry" bei Horse & Pony

überzeugte.
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Donna Schons
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Newsletter abonnieren
https://www.monopol-magazin.de/gewinner-berlin-art-prize
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Lobend erwähnt wurde zudem der Beitrag "WHY ARE WE MAD?" von Wieland
Schönfelder, der durch Skulpturen und ein animiertes Video Einblick in eine von
Chrom-Cowboys bevölkerte Welt aus Totschlag, Transzendenz und CountryTanzeinlagen gewährt.

×
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Im sechsten Bestehensjahr des Preises werden die Nominierten statt wie bislang in
einer Gruppenausstellung erstmalig im Rahmen von sechs Einzelausstellungen in
Berliner Projekträumen vorgestellt. So soll Aufmerksamkeit auf Orte gelenkt
werden, die junger freier Kunst eine Plattform bieten. Die Ausstellungen bei Ashley,
Display, Flutgraben e.V., Gr_und,Horse & Pony, Kinderhook & Caracas, Kreuzberg
Pavillon, SMAC, The Institute for Endotic Research undNewsletter
Very laufen abonnieren
noch bis zum
27. September.

https://www.monopol-magazin.de/gewinner-berlin-art-prize
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https://www.frieze.com/article/puppet-politics-artist-agnes-scherers-pastiche-pantomime-power
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Puppet Politics: Artist Agnes Scherer’s Pastiche of Pantomime Power | Frieze
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Puppet Politics: Artist Agnes Scherer’s Pastiche of Pantomime Power | Frieze
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